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Abstract- Software inspection is considered as a most cost effective technique, but if these defects are not properly corrected 
or handled it would cost you more than double later in the project. Software inspection of software artifacts is commonly 
recognized as an efficient way of finding defects. as the use of software grows in today’s society software quality is 
becoming an increasingly important issue. and for this reason software inspection playing an important role in this scenario. 
Software inspection has been extensively used for over thirty years to ensure the quality of software, by finding and 
repairing defects in software products.  But every inspection process has some good and bad points. Software inspection not 
only increases the quality of the software but also reduce the cost of the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Software inspection has become widely-used since it 
was firstly introduced by Fagan (1976) at IBM. This 
is due to the potential benefits to software 
development, the increased demand for quality 
certification in software,(eg- ISO9000 compliance 
requirements), and the adoption of the Capability 
Maturity Model as a development methodology. 
Inspection has proven cost-effective because it helps 
uncover defects before they propagate to later phases 
of the software life cycle. This reduces the delay in 
uncovering defects and cost of fixing them. Software 
systems that are mission critical (accounting systems) 
or that impact human life and well being (medical 
systems) are primary candidates for software 
inspection. 
 
There is a great need to assure and improve reliability 
and quality of software. Theoretically, software 
inspection is a very promising technique to support 
these aims since it enables systematic software 
process improvement and preventive actions earlier 
than testing. However, inspections were introduced 
already about 30 years ago by Fagan (1976) and the 
progress in applying them has been relatively slow. 
Therefore, there is a need to review the made 
progress and to consider the potential of the field.  
 
The main objective of this paper is to improve the 
quality of software inspection process.  
 
II. INSPECTION PROCESS 
 
The inspection process is first given by Fagan in 
1976. Fagan said that it is necessary to check in detail 
the process before exit the phase. we are saying this 
in common term that is detailed exit criteria. Fagan 
argues that if rework is performed in later phase then 
it will increase the cost of project. so detecting and 
fixing errors should be done as early as possible. 
Fagan’s inspection method is structured and meeting  

 
oriented procedure. Basically software inspection is a 
review process for improving software development 
by focusing on team based fault detection in software 
artifacts. 

 
 Figure 1 (Fagan’s inspection process) 
 
Fagan advocates that meetings can increase the 
effectiveness of inspections. in this certain roles are 
assigned to the participants in the inspection process. 
fagan include moderator,reviwer, author and meeting 
logger. and in fagan’s software inspection process 
there are five operations- 
 
I. Overview 

 
II. Preparation 
 
III. Inspection Meeting 
 
IV. Rework 
 
V. Follow up 

 
In Overview phase objectives of the inspection are 
defined. and roles may be assigned and inspection 
materials that is procedures, checklists and 
documents to be inspected may be distributed. 
 
Preparation allows participants inspectors to do 
individual inspections or comprehend materials in 
detail. All participants gather in the inspection 
meeting to collaboratively inspect the target at a 
moderately fast pace. All possible defects are 
identified, classified and logged. No other activities 
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should take place during this initial meeting. There 
should be no discussion about causes of the defects or 
exploration for solutions because they degrade the 
inspection results, i.e. fewer defects are identified. 
 
 Defect detection is the main activity of software 
inspection. Once defects have been identified, authors 
of the product will rework the materials to correct 
them. The moderator performs follow-up to ensure 
that every issue is addressed and every defect is 
corrected. 
 
This is the basic model of software inspection process 
and all the inspection process directly or indirectly 
follows Fagan’s inspection model. Now a days lots of 
tools are available that reduce the time of software 
inspection. these automated tools works with internet 
technology and follow the asynchronous approach. 
here we are with the help of questionnaire analyze 
that what things can do better to improve the 
inspection process. 
 
III. RESEARCH WORK 
 
A. METHODOLOGY 
In the beginning a questionnaire was prepared on the 
basis of information requirement. Then the feedbacks 
were collected which helped us in reaching our 
objective.  
B. PLAN OF WORK 
We are interacted with the developers, programmers 
at random into the different companies to gain the 
necessary information from them. The sample size 
was planned to be a narrow but an exact one so as to 
give a concrete shape to our project. 
 
After study the various inspection process and tools, 
we prepared a questionnaire. This questionnaire is all 
about the efficiency of the software inspection 
process. Because many things are played a different 
role on the real practical ground. so here we are 
analyzing the software inspection process through the 
developer/programmer and peoples who  working 
into the companies. and we also distribute this 
questionnaire through social web site like facebook. 
and also mailed the questionnaire link  to the 
employees of the different companies that is- mascot 
business-noida, net4india,ctrls data centers ltd 
Hyderabad etc. 
 
IV. SURVEY RESULTS 
 
On the basis of questionnaire we get the results from 
developers, programmers, and engineers.  
The main question in the current scenario is like what 
type of inspection process normally prefer by 
inspection team. in our research 52% people believes 
that manual inspection process is good whereas 43% 
people said that computer based inspection process is 

good and remaining 5%people believes that both 
methods are good for inspection process. 

 
Figure 2 

 
Sometimes question arises that software inspection 
are the crieteria of assessment of the programmers. in 
our survey 20% people said yes and 77% people said 
no for this. and remaining peoples said that 
sometimes it should be the crieteria of assessment. 
 

 
Figure 3 

 
The next question of our survey is that software 
inspection tool can reduce the time of inspection 
process 86% said yes and 14% said no. but here we 
are not discussing this question in terms of quality. 
 

 
Figure 4 

 
Maintainability, portability and reusability can take 
place into the inspection process. on this question 
78% people said yes and 22% people said no. 
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Figure 5 

These are the main results of our survey. The main 
aim of this survey is to set a clear vision about the 
inspection process. which help the inspection team to 
find its clear goal. 
 
V. DISCUSSION 
 
In the previous inspection process the process totally 
follows the synchronous approach and it was a very 
time consuming and time is a valuable asset for the 
organization so the inspection tools filled this gap. 
but tools are not as much efficient as compare to the 
manual inspection. manual inspection provides 
sometimes assessment of programmers. Which 
protect the future mistakes. yes tools can reduce the 
time but it can’t increase the quality. Because 
limitations of the tool. Fagan inspection processes 
provide a base line for all the inspection process. but 
it needs some improvement for speedy  manual 
inspection process. software inspection is playing 
important role in the development of defect free 
software. so it is very necessary for the organization 
to follow a correct inspection process. A variety of 
software inspection techniques have been developed, 
aiming to improve the effectiveness and the 
efficiency of the software inspection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evidence suggests that improving process structures, 
process inputs, inspection techniques both manually 
and using technology can leverage overall inspection 
effectiveness. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Software inspection is an effective methodology for 
managing defects in software development. It 
emerged from project management and product 
quality requirement perspectives. Managing defects 
applies to not only source code artifacts but also any 
other materials in the software development life 
cycle. Inspections are team-effort activities that bring 
together a variety of participants who engage as 
special roles. Over the last three decades, 
fundamentals of software inspection have been 
investigated. Benefits and costs of software 
inspection are quantified using mathematical and 
statistical methods. Software inspection research has 
been moving towards empirical evidence in order to 
develop a theoretical basis for understanding 
variations of software.  
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